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Abstract
We developed a next-generation SARS-CoV-2 sequencing platform and obtained the first SARS-CoV-2 sequences from 
patients in Croatia at the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak in the spring of 2020. Integrating the sequencing and the 
epidemiological data, we show that patients were infected with different SARS-CoV-2 variants belonging to different clades 
(mostly G and GH). This result confirms that there was widespread virus transmission early in 2020. Interestingly, we identi-
fied a unique mutation resulting in a V13I substitution in Nsp5A, the main viral protease, in a patient who had not received 
antiviral therapy.

The COVID-19 pandemic has encircled the world, taking 
an unprecedented toll in human lives and economic losses. 
In many European countries, SARS-CoV-2 was introduced 
relatively soon after the initial outbreak and spread uncon-
trollably during January and February 2020 [3, 4, 7, 14, 25]. 
This resulted in a massive influx of patients into hospitals, in 
some cases overwhelming the national capacities, leading to 
strict epidemiological measures and restrictions [9, 24]. The 
first cases of COVID-19 in Croatia were identified on Feb-
ruary 25, 2020, leading to an outbreak that peaked during 
April [12]. Here, based on sequencing and epidemiological 

data, we report genetic evidence for multifocal introduction 
of different SARS-CoV-2 variants during the early COVID-
19 epidemic in the spring of 2020 in Croatia.

Samples and SARS‑CoV‑2 whole‑genome 
sequencing

To investigate possible routes of SARS-CoV-2 entry into 
Primorje-Gorski Kotar County, Croatia, we sequenced 21 
RNAs derived from nasopharyngeal/throat swabs collected 
from symptomatic patients and their suspected contacts 
during the early COVID-19 epidemic in Croatia (between 
March 22 and April 10, 2020). Prior to sequencing, SARS-
CoV-2 was confirmed in all samples by RT-qPCR (Gen-
eFinder™ COVID-19 PLUS RealAmp Kit, GenDx), and 
basic epidemiologically relevant information was collected, 
including age, gender, contacts, and recent travel history. Of 
note, the vast majority of samples were positive for all three 
genes tested (E, N, and RdRp) (not shown). To sequence the 
genome of the virus, we designed an in-house next-genera-
tion sequencing panel (NGS) for the Illumina platform cov-
ering the complete SARS-CoV-2 genome by 173 amplicons 
(Supplemental Table 1). Briefly, total RNA was extracted 
from the swab samples and used to generate cDNA using 
a ProtoScript II First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (NEB). 
Each cDNA sample was used as a template in four sepa-
rate multiplex PCR reactions with the in-house-designed 
SARS-CoV-2 specific primer pools covering the entire viral 
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genome (Supplementary Table 1). PCR reaction products 
were purified using AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter), 
quantified, and used as input for NGS library preparation 
(NEBNext Ultra II, NEB) according to the manufacturer’s 
protocol. Finally, libraries were sequenced using MiniSeq 
(Illumina), and the resulting sequences were aligned to the 
reference genome sequence NC_45512.2.

For seven samples, we obtained high-quality nearly 
complete genome sequences with gaps of 350-850 nucleo-
tides and an average sequence coverage between 6000 and 
12,000×. Ambiguous nucleotides and gaps were confirmed 
by direct Sanger sequencing, and the complete genome 
sequences were deposited in GISAID, the main open-source 
database of SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences (https:// www. 
epicov. org) [6]. For the remaining 14 samples, we retrieved 
partial sequences, covering 50% to 84% of the viral genome, 
which were used for partial genomic and molecular epide-
miology analysis.

Phylogenetic analysis, mutations and clades

Our sequence analysis shows that, compared to the SARS-
CoV-2 reference genome (NC_045512.2; based on the 
early Wuhan isolate [28]), the first viruses sequenced in 
Croatia accumulated between five and nine high-confi-
dence mutations (Supplementary Table 2). This result is 
similar to the number of mutations in viruses simultane-
ously sequenced in different countries, confirming that 
this virus has a relatively low mutation rate (i.e., about 
0.80-2.38 ×  10-3 nucleotide substitution per site per year) 
(www. nexts train. org.) [8, 19, 20, 26, 27, 31]. The major-
ity of identified mutations were missense C-U transitions 
(60-80%; Supplementary Table 2). Interestingly, the strain 
with the largest number of mutations (LG, Fig. 1), which 
belongs to an unusual clade with low representation (i.e., 
currently classified as “other clade” at GISAID.org; more 
details below), accumulated more G-U (3x) and U-C (2x) 
mutations, and only one of its nine mutations was a C-U 
transition. At this point, we cannot explain this peculiar-
ity. Furthermore, we found that the majority of the iso-
lates had accumulated mutations in the 5’ UTR, Nsp3, 
RdRp, spike, and ORF3a genes (Supplementary Table 2), 

Clade GH

Clade GR

Clade G

Clade L

IT2

IT1

Clade other

Fig. 1  Phylogenetic analysis of the first seven Croatian SARS-CoV2 
sequences. Phylogeny reconstruction based on genome sequences of 
seven SARS-CoV-2 isolates from patients in Primorje-Gorski Kotar 
County between March 20 and April 10 2020 (Croatia 8U, i7, 7R, 17, 
AU, OY, and LG) and randomly selected genome sequences from 13 
countries indicated in the figure (details in Supplementary Table  4) 
inferred by the maximum-likelihood method, the bootstrap test, and 
Tamura-Nei modeling, conducted in MEGA-X [16, 17]. All genomes 
were trimmed of highly variable regions, and nucleotides 55-29,836 
(NC_045512.2) were aligned using MAFFT [19] or the MEGA-X-
integrated MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment program [16, 17]. 

The number of bootstrap replications was 1000, with a cutoff value 
of 51% for the condensed tree. Bootstrap values are indicated at the 
branch nodes. The tree was rooted on the NC_045512.2 branch. The 
following clades are highlighted in different colors: clade G (substitu-
tions C214T, C3037T, A23403G), GH (C214T, C3037T, A23403G, 
G25563T), GR (C241T, C3037T, A23403G, G28882A), and L 
(C241, C3037, A23403, C8782, G11083, G26144, T28144). NC 
045512REF is the SARS-CoV-2 reference sequence (NCBI accession 
number NC_045512.2). IT1 (same patient) and IT2 (spouses) repre-
sent internal transmission 1 and 2, respectively.

https://www.epicov.org
https://www.epicov.org
http://www.nextstrain.org
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which has been also observed globally (nextstrain.org) [26, 
27] and might indicate a strong fitness and/or adaptation 
advantage [15, 21]. The other observed mutations were 
within the Nsp2, Nsp5A, Nsp6, M, and N genes (Sup-
plementary Table 2). Although our entire sample size is 
very small, the observed predominance of missense muta-
tions in these genes (i.e., change of amino acid), compared 
to other genes in which fewer mutations were identified, 
might indicate the importance of these genes for adap-
tation of the virus to a new host or its transmissibility 
[reviewed in reference 5].

In our analysis, we utilized the GISAID dynamic phy-
logenetic framework, which was developed to facilitate 
genomic epidemiology efforts [22], and we found that the 
majority of the fully sequenced strains belonged to clade 
G (6/7; D614G in the S gene) (Fig. 1 and Supplementary 
Tables 2 and 3), three of which belonged to subclade GH. 
Moreover, analysis of the partially completed sequences 
available from the remaining 14 sequenced viruses showed 
that almost all of them (20/21) belonged to clade G. These 
results are in accordance with the overall distribution of 
identified strains in the world and in Europe (GISAID.
org) at the time of sample collection [1, 11, 13, 23]. It is 
important to note that the frequency of the clades is chang-
ing rapidly and varies significantly over time and between 
different regions. For example, in January 2021, the domi-
nant clade in Europe was GV, in South America it was GR, 
and in Asia it was GH (GISAID). The molecular basis for 
selection of variants and the clinical and epidemiological 
importance of novel mutations and clades are not well 
understood [18, 21], but it is clear that both national and 

global real-time surveillance based on virus genomics will 
be important for addressing these questions.

The dynamics of mutations

The epidemiological data that we collected allowed us to 
establish a direct transmission link for several patients (e.g., 
husband and wife, close relatives, etc.) and to address the 
dynamics of virus mutations in only one transmission step. 
For example, the samples named OY and AU represent a 
married couple (IT2; Fig. 1) who were probably infected by 
the same individual, as they presented with clinical symp-
toms about the same time. Not surprisingly, we did not 
identify any sequence differences in the viruses from these 
two individuals. Similarly, we did not detect any sequence 
variations between viruses in samples collected 10 days 
apart from the same individual (IT1, I7 and 7R, Fig. 1). 
These results not only confirm the rather slow mutation 
rate of SARS-CoV-2 but also demonstrate the limitations of 
using molecular epidemiology applications in tracing virus 
transmission.

Mutations in the Nsp5A ORF, encoding 
the main proteinase Mpro

In addition to the mutations described above, we also 
identified a unique (as of September 30, 2020, GISAID.
org), high-confidence (3866x) mutation (V13I) within the 
Nsp5A ORF, encoding the main proteinase Mpro, in one of 

Fig. 2  Position of the V13I mutation in the structure of the SARS-
Cov-2 Mpro protease with an inhibitor bound in the active site. The 
crystal structure of the protease (PDB:6XR3) [2] was used to show 
the position of the V13I mutation. A) The two subunits of the pro-
tease dimer are shown as ribbon models, in orange and yellow, 
respectively. The blue licorice model shows the drug GRL-024-20 
bound in the active site of each monomer. The side chains of V13 at 

the position of the mutation are shown as CPK models, buried in the 
protein interior as part of the first helix of the protein. B) The crys-
tallographic B-factor values are depicted using color, and the width 
of the ribbon represents the relative mobility in the protein structure; 
thin blue lines represent low mobility, yellow-green ribbons represent 
intermediate mobility, and thick red ribbons represent sites with high 
mobility. All models were prepared in VMD [10].
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the samples (8U, Supplementary Table 2 and Fig. 2). It is 
important to mention that the patient 8U had not received 
any antiviral treatment. Remarkably, we did not detect the 
same mutation in samples from epidemiologically linked 
patients who were likely to have transmitted the virus to 
8U (not shown), suggesting that a de novo mutation might 
have occurred during that transmission. The analysis of 
structural models of the Nsp5A V13I mutation showed 
low mobility for the V13 position, suggesting that the 
mutation would have a negligible impact on protein func-
tion (e.g., conformational changes that drive catalysis) or 
selective advantage for the virus. Nonetheless, it is notable 
that mutations within the protease gene might influence 
its sensitivity to protease inhibitors, as has been observed 
with HIV and lopinavir/ritonavir [29, 30]. Thus, it would 
be very interesting to investigate if this particular mutation 
has spread further within the population. Indeed, during 
the revision of this manuscript, 13 additional viruses from 
four different countries (0.01% of all samples with Nsp5 
sequences; GISAID.org) were identified with the same 
mutation.

In conclusion, we developed an in-house SARS-CoV-2 
sequencing panel and obtained the first sequences of 
SARS-CoV-2 circulating in Croatia during early spring 
of 2020. This work was important to present national 
capacities and readiness to contribute to the global effort 
in understanding the COVID-19 pandemic [12]. Although 
the scope was rather limited (21 samples), by merging 
direct sequencing with an epidemiological approach, we 
found that patients presenting with symptoms who had 
returned from other countries, including Turkey, Italy, 
Austria, and the Netherlands, were infected with diverse 
virus variants belonging to different clades. As expected, 
these results confirm that widespread transmission had 
already occurred in March 2020 [1, 3, 23, 25]. The 2020 
spring wave of the pandemic was, to an extent, contained 
by a myriad of epidemiological control measures, but 
clearly, the pandemic will not be resolved until there is a 
broad distribution of vaccines. However, at the same time, 
the virus continues to evolve, and there is great uncer-
tainty about how newly arising mutations will affect the 
course of the pandemic. At this point, it is important to 
continuously monitor the evolution of the virus, because 
new, possibly dangerous variants might emerge. Also, it is 
equally important to complement the sequence information 
with metadata (e.g., symptoms, severity, treatment, out-
come, and transmission) to be able to assess the functional 
importance of a particular mutation.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
tary material available at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ s00705- 021- 05029-7.
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